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PRACTITIONER STORIES / LITERARY TRANSLATION

The making of a translator:
from seed to harvest
Literary translator Cristina Savin describes how an idea
she had while still at high school initiated a habit that
has added value to her enjoyment of literature ever
since, as well as setting her off on the ‘language
journey’ that led to her becoming a translator.

A

lthough I didn’t realise it at
the time, the ‘translation
seed’ took root in my life
when I was fourteen, through
a chance encounter with the Romanian
version of Simone de Beauvoir’s novel
Tous les hommes sont mortels (All
Men Are Mortal).
At the time, I was studying French and English
as ‘foreign’ languages at school in my native
Romania. It occurred to me that reading
literature-in-translation was an experience that
could be significantly enriched if one also had
access to the original, so I rushed to the local
library and immersed myself in de Beauvoir’s
original (French) story of her protagonist
Raymond Fosca.
The experience did prove enriching, and a year
later I set out to repeat it. Mesmerised by
Gabriel García Márquez’s Cien años de soledad
(One Hundred Years of Solitude), which I read
translated into Romanian, I made a commitment
(yet to be fully honoured, I must admit) to
learn Spanish for the purpose of enhancing my
enjoyment of García Márquez via the original.
Reading world literature both in the original
language and in translation has since remained
one of the most exhilarating and enriching
experiences of my life; and a constant
companion. However, over the next few
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decades it gradually dawned on me that just
reading literary works was not enough to fulfil
my love of languages.
In 2016, I embarked on an educational
journey that incorporated advanced courses in
French language, culture and translation at the
University of New England; followed by a

master’s, and currently a PhD, both in
translation studies at Monash University.
As a translator, I feel that a special privilege has
been bestowed upon me: that of giving voice
in Australia, my second home, to the literature
of my first, which is largely invisible here.
Shortly after commencing my master’s degree,
I started channelling my newly acquired
knowledge of translation theory and practice
into translation projects.
Fortunately, in those early stages of the course,
inspiration was just a step away, in the
unwavering passion, dedication and
commitment of the academic staff who teach
into the Translation and Interpreting Studies
program at Monash.
Their determination to help aspiring
translators such as myself to take a leap of faith
into the world of literary translation—and
once there, to each seek out our own particular
calling—appeared to know no bounds, and I
began to experiment with the translation of
texts from various literary genres.
This laid the foundations for my (fledgling,
but growing) translation portfolio, within
which poetry—another passion of mine, albeit
slightly more restrained than that for languages
—soon emerged as my literary genre of choice.
My foray into the translation of Romanian
poetry began with a suite of poems by Vasile
Baghiu. This established poet has carved a new

passageway—one for which he has coined a
new poetic term, ‘chimerism’—across the
continuum of the literary landscape.
Formulated within an apparently rigid
environment, ‘chimerism’ underpins Baghiu’s
entire oeuvre, from poetry to prose. It is defined
by four elements, the successful mélange of
which creates a unique thinking space:
• imaginary journey, a way of escaping the
socio-political constraints and the cultural
provincialism of the time
• disease, which represents a reality devoid of
superficiality and flippancy
• transfiguration, a way of creating new
experiences
• science, seen as poetic adventure in a space
that has rarely been explored through poetic
means.
Baghiu’s resulting style is deeply introspective,
and I realised the only way to approach the
translation of his poems was to consider each
and every one of them as an entity, a whole.
Ana Blandiana, a prominent fellow poet, notes
that Baghiu’s poetry ‘cascades impetuously
from every verse,’ and that ‘each verse could
function equally well as prose.’1 The impression
of motion evoked by Blandiana’s first
observation resonates closely with my own

I found this poem to be an exceptionally visual work
... it literally poured out of me, ‘cascading’ colours ...

experience of translating Baghiu’s poem That
Day in Rome (below), which also illustrates
her second observation well.

certainly reverberate over time, and should be
heard across languages: Ana Dragu, Angi
Melania Cristea and Laura Cozma.

I found this poem to be an exceptionally visual
work—when I first read it, I saw it as a
painting. I felt as if colour was flowing out of
the words and I translated it as a whole, to the
point of disregarding the individual verse, in
about five minutes flat—it literally poured out
of me, ‘cascading’ colours rather than words as
if I was channelling it.

Experimenting with their three very different
writing styles required a feat of strength and
seriously tested my creativity as a translator, as
agonising questions arose around preserving
both the aesthetic properties of each verse and
the richness of each source text as a whole.

For my most recent translation adventure—a
chapbook published by Cordite Poetry Review 3
—I translated a selection of poems authored
by three young female poets whose voices will

Visualising the poems, recognising their
internal logic and harmony, and ‘peeling away’
layer after layer of syntactic complexities helped
me find some answers, as I feel the short poem
by Laura Cozma on the next page illustrates.
continued overleaf

More of Vasile Baghiu’s works translated into English by Cristina can be found here:
cordite.org.au/translations/savin-baghiu/

poetry-in-process.com/category/vasile-baghiu/

paralleltexts.blog/2019/08/11/vasile-baghiu-cristina-savin-from-metode-simple-de-incetinire-a-timpuluisimple-methods-to-slow-down-time-romanian-poets/
Opposite page: cover reproduced courtesy of Editura Univers, Bucharest, Romania

În acea zi la Roma

That Day in Rome

În acea zi la Roma treceau funeraliile unui mare poet,
sub un soare nemilos, flori și parfumuri discrete.
N-am reușit să trecem strada vreun ceas.
Priveam cortegiul greoi.
Sus, în balcoane, pe cerul albastru, înflorise
lămâiul
și părul tău flutura despletit
pe fundalul mulțimii compacte
care petrecea mortul impozant.

That day in Rome the obsequies of a great poet
proceeded under a merciless sun, flowers and delicate scents.
We could not cross the street for an hour or so.
We watched the slow procession.
Up in the balconies, on the blue sky, the lemon tree
blossomed
and your hair was undone in the wind,
undulating
against the backdrop of a dense crowd
accompanying the stately corpse.2
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continued

Lama dulce a timpului

The sweet blade of time

ceva din mine mă împinge să privesc
cum noaptea geme ușor înspre zi
cerneala se desprinde de omul vitruvian ca un avatar
mă privești așa cum un copil atinge o jucărie nouă
te ascunzi în mine de tornada secundelor
care sapă riduri și usucă inimi

something in me urges
me to contemplate
the whisper of night into day
like an avatar, the ink migrates from the Vitruvian Man
you watch me the way a child touches a new toy
you take shelter in me from the tornado of moments
that carves wrinkles and desiccates hearts

câteodată îmi mulțumești că te-am resuscitat
ne dezgolim de răni când limbile ceasului se despică
clipind a miere cu venin
iar tu intri și mai puternic și mă străbați
într-o apoteoză a timpului care te-a învățat în sfârșit

sometimes you thank me for reviving you
we expose our wounds when the tongues of the clock fork
spitting poisonous nectar
and you push even harder and you walk through me
in an apotheosis of time that has finally taught you

să mă iubești

to love me

As a consumer of literature, it is a privilege to
surrender to the beauty of poetry; while as a
translator it is both exhilarating and
empowering to explore—and hopefully find,
like Baghiu did—new ways to cross the
continuum of the literary landscape, while
introducing Romanian poetry to an Englishspeaking readership.
Cristina Savin is a freelance translator based in
Melbourne. She is the into-English translator of
French novelist Marie Lion and philosopher
Marcel Gauchet, and her Romanian>English
translations have been published in Cordite
Poetry Review (see left), The AALITRA Review
and Bordertown. Cristina is an assistant editor
for The AALITRA Review, and is currently
undertaking a PhD in translation studies at
Monash University.
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